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 dichotomy (noun) - a division/separation/partition of something (ideas, things, groups, or etc.) into two 

parts that are either entirely different from each other or completely opposite to each other; duality, 

polarity.  

E.g. Vaccine hesitancy is a complex issue, and it is not necessarily helpful for it to be framed in terms of 

#antivax versus #vaccineswork (not least because such a dichotomy often overstates the power of an 

organised anti-vax movement).  

 nostalgia (noun) - an emotional longing to return to an earlier period or condition of life; an emotional 

longing to return home; longing/yearning for the past, reminiscence, remembrance, recollection, 

homesickness, sentimentality.  

E.g. For many of us, the eating patterns adopted during the worst days of Covid relied heavily for their 

power on nostalgia.  

 fallow (adjective) - inactive, dormant, slow-moving, stagnant, depressed, unfruitful, unproductive.  

E.g. So, I am trying to bring myself back. It was during this pandemic that I became aware of the concept 

of “wintering”, via Katherine May’s fortuitously (fortunately) timed book of the same name, about the 

power of rest and retreat in difficult times. It’s about accepting the fallow periods of life, and if any year 

has been a fallow year, it’s 2020.  

 hell-bent (adjective) - determined, resolute, firm, single-minded, adamant, insistent, resolved, fixated 

about.  

E.g. With the events of the pandemic reinforcing the importance of basic human rights protections in 

people’s minds, it’s extremely worrying that the government is apparently still hell-bent on tinkering 

(playing) with or diluting this vital piece of legislation.  

 fickle (adjective) - changeable, variable, volatile, mercurial, unpredictable; inconstant, disloyal, 

undependable, unstable, unfaithful.  

E.g. Choosing to put himself in the spotlight this early on is risky; stars cannot keep rising forever and, 

especially in the fickle world of politics, it doesn’t take much to become yesterday’s man. It also seems 

worth mentioning that the UK Chancellor of the Exchequer (Chief Finance Minister) Rishi Sunak’s strategy 

is a novel (new) one; although many MPs have relatively high-profile social media accounts, none have 

pushed it quite as far as he has.  

 neanderthal (noun/adjective) - barbaric, rude, uncivilized, uncultured, uncultivated (man); (Neanderthals 

are generally extinct archaic human species who lived in Eurasia between 1,20,000-40,000 years ago and 

they were replaced by early modern human beings (homo sapiens).  

E.g. The White House has defended Joe Biden’s criticism of the Republican governors of Texas and 

Mississippi, after the president called their decisions to end mask mandates “Neanderthal thinking”.  

 till-less/till-free (adjective) – without cash counter; without check-out counter; without payment counter; 

without a (retail) cashier. (till means cash register, cash box, cash drawer).  

E.g. Amazon Fresh opens the first ’till-less’ or ’till-free’ grocery store in the UK. Amazon has opened its 

first “just walk out” grocery store in the UK where shoppers can pick up their goods and leave without 

having to visit a till (cash-drawer). The Amazon Fresh store in Ealing, west London, is a “contactless” shop 

available to anyone signed up to Amazon and with the app on their phone. Customers must scan in a code 

on their phone to gain entry.  

 glass ceiling (noun) – an unfair barrier which stops women and minorities to reach top position/rank in 

their profession irrespective of their qualifications and achievements.  
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E.g. Ahead of International Women’s Day on 8 March, we would like to hear about well-known women 

who have made a difference and inspired you during the last year. Whether it’s highlighting equality, 

breaking the glass ceiling with their work, or campaigning on the environment, gender or racial issues, tell 

us about the famous women who have influenced you.  

 shortchange (verb) - cheat, swindle, defraud, deceive, trick.  

E.g. When the third Test ended in two days, Joe Root said “I almost feel like they [fans] have been 

robbed.” And he was right. India’s fans did feel shortchanged, but not by the pitches. They felt like 

England had not played well enough to take matches to five days, like England had not cared nearly 

enough to put themselves on the line and fight.  

 obsessive (noun/adjective) - (noun) a person who is thinking about something/someone too much or 

doing something all the time; (adj) obsessed with, preoccupied with, single-minded about.  

E.g. Ravichandran Ashwin, the professor of cricket who always staysahead of the game. The hero of 

India’s victory over England in the second Test is an obsessive on a constant quest to reinvent himself.  

 galling (adjective) – annoying, irritating, vexing, disturbing, frustrating, displeasing, humiliating.  

E.g. It is especially galling that so much taxpayer money should be lavished on a project with such meagre 

returns when the government pleads insufficient means for other pandemic causes.  

 agoraphobia (noun) - the fear of (open or crowded) public places.  

E.g. Is it any wonder that women are much more likely to suffer anxiety and agoraphobia than men? Fear 

of male abuse has led women to give up once-loved activities, or stop walking or running alone. Women’s 

experience of street harassment rockets during adolescence, when many teenage girls retreat to their 

bedrooms, as “the only place in the world [they] feel safe”, as one told a researcher in 2001.  

 vaxxie (noun) - a selfie taken while getting a (Covid) vaccine.  

E.g. So what has the vaxxie taught us about the modern man? Two things really: 1) we have all over-

exercised in lockdown and 2) apparently none of us owns any short-sleeved tops.  

 chastening (adjective) - humbling, humiliating, embarrassing, crushing, mortifying, deflating.  

E.g. Joe Root, captain of the England cricket team, said his side had to “learn from the challenges” of 

playing in India after their chastening Test series defeat earlier this month. He put a brave face on a 

crushing disappointment. This should have been a wonderful series, but as with so much sport at the 

moment, Covid put paid to (stopped/destroyed) that. Being in a bubble and having to play four Tests in 

rapid succession is not conducive to proper sporting contests.  

 whitewash (verb) - cover up, conceal, hide, camouflage, gloss over, suppress; disregard, ignore, shrug off, 

overlook, condone, downplay.  

E.g. The country’s (China’s) global standing (reputation) is plunging (falling sharply) as Xi Jinping attempts 

to whitewash atrocities in the name of empire-building.  

 fraught (adjective) - worried, upset, troubled, stressful, distressed, agitated, distracted, distraught (and 

with many problems).  

E.g. My relationships with my neighbours have been fraught in the past, and the pandemic hasn’t helped. 

Now new people are moving in next door – can I turn over a new leaf?  

 hard sell (noun) - (aggressive/forceful/insistent) advertising, publicity, marketing, selling, advertising/ 

publicity campaign.  

E.g. Now that the whole world seems to be aligned behind the goal of net zero carbon emissions by 2050, 

the nuclear industry is straining every sinew to present itself as an invaluable ally in the ambitious aim. 
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Energy experts remain starkly divided on whether or not we can reach this global net zero target without 

nuclear power, but regardless, it remains a hard sell for pro-nuclear enthusiasts.  

 holy grail (noun) - an elusive thing that is in demand for its value (but very difficult to find/get) or an 

ultimate ambition/goal that is strongly desired for its great importance (but very difficult to achieve); Put 

simply, it is something that a person wants very much to have/achieve, but very difficult to find/achieve. 

(Holy Grail is traditionally thought to be the cup that Jesus Christ drank from at the Last Supper).  

E.g. Engagement” is the holy grail of social media and digital advertising. For Facebook, more engagement 

means more ad dollars – which is how it makes most of its money.  

 husband (verb) - use economically/sparingly, conserve, preserve, save, reserve (resources).  

E.g. It is time for city leadership and society as a whole to turn its back on (abandon/reject) new 

development as a principle of urban growth and commit to the model of the ecologically “smart” city 

based on husbanding and reuse of existing resources: the gold standard “world-class city”. For these new-

builds are not just ugly on  

the surface, they are destroying the ecosystem that sustains us on this planet.  

 trenchant (adjective) - vigorous, incisive, razor-sharp, acute, pointed, penetrating, severe, clear-cut, 

stinging.  

E.g. One of India’s foremost public intellectuals, known for his trenchant criticism of Narendra Modi’s 

government, has resigned from his post at a prestigious university, fuelling a debate about academic 

freedoms and what Modi’s critics say is a shrinking space for dissent. Pratap Bhanu Mehta stepped down 

as a professor of political science at Ashoka University on Monday, writing in his letter of resignation that 

“my association with the university may be considered a political liability (disadvantage/inconvenience).  

 rallying cry/call (noun) - a slogan (word/phrase) that is used to make people come together and to act in 

support of a particular idea/cause.  

E.g. This week the highest honour (The Pritzker prize) in the architecture world was awarded to a pair of 

Parisian designers (Vassal and his partner, Anne Lacaton) better known for revitalising existing buildings 

than creating new ones. Their powerful rallying cry has become all the more urgent in light of the climate 

emergency: “Never demolish, never remove or replace, always add, transform, and reuse!”.  

 platitudinous (adjective) – (of a statement or comment/remark) boring and uninteresting as (it) has been 

used many times before; hackneyed, overworked, overused, clichéd, banal, stereotyped.  

E.g. Hope is a leap of faith. It requires the willingness to act on the conviction (belief) that, for all the bleak 

(unpromising) facts of the present, a better future is possible. Hope is neither easy nor platitudinous.  

 swallow (verb) - tolerate, endure, put up with, bear, suffer, accept (something without question).  

E.g. Culturally, most of us in the Asian community have been raised to swallow the social injustices we 

encounter, to keep our headsdown and not draw attention to ourselves. It’s the unspoken price our 

parents and the generations of immigrants before them agreed to pay in exchange for a piece of the 

western dream. But there’s only so much pain we can swallow before we realise that we’re actually 

drowning.  

 asunder (adverb) - apart, into pieces, into parts, to shreds, to bits.  

E.g. A trade war over vaccines would lead to a cycle of countries bidding against one another and drive up 

the price of treatments. Supply chains would also be disrupted as countries hoarded crucial inputs such as 

raw materials and equipment. The web of global drug manufacturing makes it fragile. A shock 

(unpredictable event) could rend (tear) it asunder.  
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 off-kilter (adjective) - not in the usual sate/condition, out of balance; unconventional, strange, weird, 

unusual, outlandish, eccentric, erratic; uneven, skewed, distorted.  

E.g. Regardless, when Republicans want to make it tougher to vote than to purchase a gun, something is 

definitely off-kilter. The shooter in Georgia had an easier time buying his weapon of choice than the 

state’s voters will face if the Republican-controlled legislature has itsway. Sometimes “freedom” sounds 

one-sided. Imagine that.  

 stultify (verb) - hinder, hamper, impede, obstruct, thwart, cripple, stifle, demotivate, frustrate, invalidate, 

make ineffective.  

E.g. The Lieutenant Governor (LG) of Delhi cannot stultify proposals or schemes forwarded by the Council 

of  Ministers to him by simply sitting on them, Justice D.Y. Chandrachud orally observed on Thursday.  

 pent-up (adjective) – suppressed, confined, held back, not expressed (emotions/feelings).  

E.g. Further, the BJP has handed out an incredible amount of money in the last quarter in the guise of 

welfare schemes, borrowing for that purpose, according to regional reports, 80,000 crore……. The party 

has managed to assuage the pent-up fury of the common people who had been reeling under the effects 

of demonetisation, the Goods and Services Tax, soaring prices, unemployment, loss of income and the 

blow dealt to them by the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 in-your-face (adjective) - aggressive, assertive, forceful, fierce, confrontational, provocative.  

E.g. You may not have noticed, because he is not nearly as in-yourface as his predecessor, but Joe Biden is 

currently teaching a lesson to left and centre-left parties around the world. True, it’s one they should have 

learned long ago, but still they should be paying the closest attention. Because Biden is delivering a 

masterclass…… his political instincts remain sharply intact.  

 break out (of) (phrasal verb) - to escape from, to flee from.  

E.g. When we say that we live in a diverse society, we mean that it’s a messy world out there, full of 

disagreement and debate. That is something we should welcome, not fear, for it is such disagreement and 

debate that allow us to break out of our culture-bound boxes, to engage in a wider dialogue that can help 

forge a more universal language of citizenship.  

 transpose (verb) - shift, relocate, reposition, displace; interchange, exchange, swap/change.  

E.g. You can’t just transpose the religious context, where everything is explained by some ultimate 

redemption (saving from sin),” he said. “But there’s also meaning in social solidarity (unity/harmony).” 

Religion, after all, often comes down to “people doing things together, whatever the transcendental 

meaning attributed to it: they sing, they pray, they eat together.  

 chest-beating (noun) - chest-thumping, self-assertion, boastfulness, triumphalism, arrogance.  

E.g. From climate breakdown to health security to the disruptive forces reshaping the economy, all the 

most interesting and important problems of the 21st century are collective-action issues. No amount of 

chest-beating and flag-waving (excessive nationalism/patriotism) can answer those substantive 

challenges.  

************************************************************************************** 

 stand on one’s own feet (phrase) - be independent, be self-reliant, be self-supporting, be self-sustaining; 

look after oneself, fend for oneself.  

E.g. Ambassador of Denmark Freddy Svane said several leading Danish companies were interested in 

investing in areas like renewable energy, environment, shipping and innovation in India. “I am pretty sure 

that India will be able to sustain the actual development and that will help the country in the long-run. 

India needs to stand on its own feet; needs to pursue its own interest,” the envoy added.  
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 in the first flush of (phrase) - at the starting/beginning of something (new & exciting); in the early 

time/days of something (new & exciting).  

E.g. In the first flush of the first lockdown I decided it was my right – no, my duty – to lift my spirits by 

eating as much junk food as I possibly could. Cakes, muffins; oh my god, so much sausage.  

 in plain sight/in plain view (phrase) – in a place where people can easily see something; clearly visible, 

not hidden.  

E.g. Mr Trump’s would-be successors peddle (promote) a populist narrative of fears and grievances aimed 

at consolidating support in a predominantly white evangelical (orthodox/fundamentalist) base. They are 

building what appears to be an extreme rightwing political party in plain sight. 

 with/at the stroke of a pen (phrase) - used to highlight that something important is done quickly & easily 

by signing a document.  

E.g. It took ordinary people a long time to win these (human) rights and we cannot allow politicians to 

take them away with the stroke of a pen.  

 yesterday’s man (phrase) - a person, especially a politician, whose career is over (i.e. he reached the peak 

of his popularity and it is now gradually declining).  

E.g. Choosing to put himself in the spotlight this early on is risky; stars cannot keep rising forever and, 

especially in the fickle world of politics, it doesn’t take much to become yesterday’s man. It also seems 

worth  mentioning that the UK Chancellor of the Exchequer (Chief Finance Minister) Rishi Sunak’s strategy 

is a novel (new) one; although many MPs have relatively high-profile social media accounts, none have 

pushed it quite as far as he has.  

 back to/at square one (phrase) - to go back to the beginning (after making no progress); to start all over 

again; start over.  

E.g. Any opportunity to beat this virus should be grabbed with both hands. New variants are appearing 

that show signs of being more transmissible, more deadly and less susceptible to vaccines. The threat is 

clear: as long as the virus is spreading anywhere, it has more opportunities to mutate and potentially 

undermine the efficacy of vaccines everywhere. We could end up back at square one.  

 ram (something) home (phrase) - to make sure someone clearly understands something by emphasizing it 

strongly/repeatedly.  

E.g. For decades, we’ve fretted (worried) about fast food; did we really think that fast shopping would be 

consequence-free? What seems different with Amazon Fresh is that everything about Amazon, right and 

wrong (efficiency, depersonalisation, manipulation), is suddenly right up in your face. It’s the ramming 

home of not only Amazon’s dominance, but also its attitude problem.  

 the lion’s share (phrase) – the most of something, the largest part of something; the greater number of, 

the main part of, more than half of, the bulk of something.  

E.g. The German chancellor, Angela Merkel, has warned that the Covid-19 pandemic could endanger 

progress made on gender equality, as women take on the lion’s share of childcare in lockdown and are 

more likely to work in at-risk jobs.  

 put yourself on the line (phrase) – to do a risky thing that may cause some personal loss, such as your 

reputation or your job.  

E.g. When the third Test ended in two days, Joe Root said “I almost feel like they [fans] have been 

robbed.” And he was right. India’s fans did feel shortchanged, but not by the pitches. They felt like 

England had not played well enough to take matches to five days, like England had not cared nearly 

enough to put themselves on the line and fight.  
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 stay ahead of the game (phrase) – be prepared/ready (with an idea/plan/aim/goal) to have an advantage 

in a competitive situation.  

E.g. Ravichandran Ashwin, the professor of cricket who always staysahead of the game. The hero of 

India’s victory over England in the second Test is an obsessive on a constant quest to reinvent himself.  

 put the boot into someone (phrase) – to criticize or unfairly/cruelly treat someone who is already in a 

difficult position.  

E.g. The Australian PM Scott Morrison has taken another turn putting the boot into unemployed 

Australians, suggesting they should be forced to take jobs in rural areas or face losing their jobseeker 

payments. Such a policy would do little to improve anything, and pointedly fails to address the major issue 

of falling full-time, ongoing jobs.  

 draw a line under something (phrase) - used to say that something (a difficult/bad situation) is entirely 

finished/completed and you don’t think about it (but you start afresh instead).  

E.g. The India series ended with a run of emphatic defeats and individual disappointments but playing 

these opponents in these conditions is probably the hardest of all cricketing arts to master. England 

should learn everything they can from this series and then draw a line under it.  

 chew the fat (phrase) – to chat, talk, converse with someone in a relaxed, informal, friendly way.  

E.g. On his hugely popular YouTube channel and Instagram account, Ravichandran Ashwin interviewed 

teammates, opponents, former players and when he ran out of those he found people who had only 

tangential (insignificant) connections to cricket and chewed the fat with them.  

 put a brave face on something (phrase) - try to be confident/happy despite the fact that you are actually 

in a difficult situation; pretence, masquerade, false display/front, facade, guise.  

E.g. Joe Root, captain of the England cricket team, said his side had to “learn from the challenges” of 

playing in India after their chastening Test series defeat earlier this month. He put a braveface on a 

crushing disappointment. This should have been a wonderful series, but as with so much sport at the 

moment, Covid put paid to (stopped/destroyed) that. Being in a bubble and having to play four Tests in 

rapid succession is not conducive to proper sporting contests.  

 on the fly (phrase) – to do something quickly without proper thinking/preparation (as you are 

doing/concentrating on something else at the same time).  

E.g. This points to another way the government has made use of the pandemic to reset public 

expectations. Covid has become an excuse for the executive to bypass parliament, to push through rules 

on the fly after a nod from the minister, with little transparency or scrutiny. Now, it seems, the 

government wants to institutionalise this process.  

 turn over a new leaf (phrase) – it is about new beginnings; it means to change your behaviour or lifestyle, 

in a positive way.  

E.g. My relationships with my neighbours have been fraught in the past, and the pandemic hasn’t helped. 

Now new people are moving in next door – can I turn over a new leaf?  

 strain every sinew/nerve (phrase) – try very hard, make every effort, do one’s best, toil, labour, work 

hard to do something.  

E.g. Now that the whole world seems to be aligned behind the goal of net zero carbon emissions by 2050, 

the nuclear industry is strainingevery sinew to present itself as an invaluable ally in the ambitious aim. 

Energy experts remain starkly divided on whether or not we can reach this global net zero target without 

nuclear power, but regardless, it remains a hard sell for pro-nuclear enthusiasts.  

 drag one’s feet (phrase) – delay, procrastinate, postpone action, put off doing something.  
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E.g. Last year, European and North American countries managed to ignore warnings of a highly contagious 

pandemic – dragging their feet in setting protocols in place, delaying mandatory mask-wearing, and giving 

mostly miserly handouts (financial supports) to the millions struggling to survive in lockdown.  

 it takes one to know one (phrase) – used for saying that someone with a particular characteristic/ 

trait/quality themselves can only recognize it in others; this phrase is typically used as a (childish) retort 

(retaliation) by a person who has been criticised/insulted, to express that the criticism or insulting remark 

applies equally to the person who made it.  

E.g. Vladimir Putin has told Joe Biden that “it takes one to know one”, as Kremlin officials promised 

reprisals (retaliations) if the US president does not apologise for describing his Russian counterpart as a 

“killer”.  

 rear one's head (phrase) - (of something unpleasant) emerge, appear, become visible/noticeable.  

E.g. I don’t know if I’m a role model now, but I’m doing everything I can to show people that a girl playing 

football is normal,” Lisa Zimouche told FIFA.com. Even after she had earned her place in team (Paris Saint-

Germain), gender bias sometimes reared its head. “On occasion, our opponents would brag that they 

were going to beat us because there was a girl on our team,” said Lisa. “But it was a source of motivation 

for me. I wanted to show them that they were wrong.  

 all the more (phrase) - much more, even more.  

E.g. This week the highest honour (The Pritzker prize) in the architecture world was awarded to a pair of 

Parisian designers (Vassal and his partner, Anne Lacaton) better known for revitalising existing buildings 

than creating new ones. Their powerful rallying cry has become all the more urgent in light of the climate 

emergency: “Never demolish, never remove or replace, always add, transform, and reuse!”.  

 take a punt at/on (phrase) – to attempt something, to have a try at something, to take a chance, to make 

a bet; gamble, risk, stake.  

E.g. Team India’s astonishing form over the past few years owes to the nurturing role of the National 

Cricket Academy, helmed now by the legendary Rahul Dravid…….. There was another angle to it too as the 

then Indian management took a punt on a few players, leaning on their class and hoping they would 

perform on the park. The gamble didn’t exactly pay off…….. To plug this loophole (ambiguity), Dravid has 

added rigour to the testing routines and the Bangalorean has been firm about the way the academy clears 

a player’s fitness.  

 keep one’s head down (phrase) - to try not to attract attention/get involved in a difficult/dangerous 

situation and continue doing something quietly (so that nobody will notice you); to avoid trouble/conflict, 

to avoid attention.  

E.g. Culturally, most of us in the Asian community have been raised to swallow the social injustices we 

encounter, to keep our heads down and not draw attention to ourselves. It’s the unspoken price our 

parents and the generations of immigrants before them agreed to pay in exchange for a piece of the 

western dream. But there’s only so much pain we can swallow before we realise that we’re actually 

drowning.  

 fray at the edges (phrase) – to become weaker; to become ineffective, to become unsuccessful 

(gradually).  

E.g. Fingers crossed, then, for nothing worse than a brief temporary hiccup (minor problem). But if 

nothing else, it’s a warning that a lockdown now visibly fraying at the edges is still in force for a reason, 

and that cool heads must prevail between Britain and the rest of Europe. We’re by no means out of the 

woods (out of danger/difficulty) yet.  
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 have one’s (own) way (phrase) - to do what one wants to do (despite objection from others).  

E.g. Regardless, when Republicans want to make it tougher to vote than to purchase a gun, something is 

definitely off-kilter. The shooter in Georgia had an easier time buying his weapon of choice than the 

state’s voters will face if the Republican-controlled legislature has its way. Sometimes “freedom” sounds 

one-sided. Imagine that.  

 take the plunge (phrase) – to commit oneself to something (a risky task/decision); to decide to do 

something you, in fact, want to do (even if it is a risky or dangerous one); go for it, throw caution to the 

wind, go all out.  

E.g. In fact, not having a television was taken as a sign of intellect. The idiot box was an alien invader, an 

unwanted immigrant; it belonged outside, not inside, the house….. Television is not what it used to be. 

And then came the pandemic, lockdowns and home quarantine, forcing even the most reluctant viewer to 

take the plunge into the streaming waterfall. I have never watched so much TV in my life as I have over 

the last year.  

 under/in the guise of (phrase) – under the pretence or outward/external appearance of something; 

posture, semblance, (false) show/display.  

E.g. Further, the BJP has handed out an incredible amount of money in the last quarter in the guise of 

welfare schemes, borrowing for that purpose, according to regional reports, 80,000 crore……. The party 

has managed to assuage (relieve/ease) the pent-up fury (anger) of the common people who had been 

reeling under the effects of demonetisation, the Goods and Services Tax, soaring prices, unemployment, 

loss of income and the blow dealt to them by the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 at a stroke (phrase) – immediately, at once, straight away, right away, instantaneously, suddenly.  

E.g. Just two months after Biden took the oath, sober observers of the White House are branding him a 

transformational president. The comparisons to Franklin D Roosevelt and Lyndon Johnson have already 

begun…The foundation stone is the $1.9tn Covid relief package Biden signed into law a fortnight ago, 

which has seen $1,400 payments land in the bank accounts of more than 100 million Americans. But this 

is about far more than a short-term stimulus effort. One estimate calculates that the move will, at a 

stroke, cut child poverty by half.  

 bring it on (phrase) - to be confident and ready to face a challenge/difficult situation; be willing, be 

excited, be eager, be prepared.  

E.g. To live in a diverse society means to live with debate. Bring it on.  

 clasp your hands (phrase) - to hold your hands together tightly with fingers interlaced (with faith in 

religion and belief in God (or) out of fear, anxiety and etc.).  

E.g. A year on from the first lockdown, I’ve rediscovered prayer. I’ve always prayed, in a pious 

(faithful/God-fearing), self-conscious way: now I kneel down, now I clasp my hands, now I bow my head 

and then finally, when all is religiously in order, now I pray. But these days, I pray when I go out on my 

daily walk, in an easy, conversational manner.  

 put/throw something into (sharp/stark) relief (phrase) - to make something more obvious; to make 

something more noticeable/ visible; highlight, emphasize, bring out/show up, underline, underscore.  

E.g. The perils of working from home while managing the social media account of a major military power 

have been thrown into sharp relief after the US Strategic Command tweeted a confusing string of 

gibberish (gibberish means meaningless/confused speech/writing; for example, “grngeribagvgyds”).  


